Innovation Lab Virtual Reality Apps

Apollo 11 VR Experience
Apollo 11 VR is the story of the greatest journey ever
taken by humankind. This VR experience is a recreation
of the events which took place between July 16th and
July 24th 1969. Now for the first time ever you get to
experience this historic event through the eyes of those
who lived through it.

Destinations
Destinations let’s you explore both real and imaginary
places in virtual reality with friends. Visit and learn about
different countries, explore your favourite game
environment, or play games with other players – invite
your friends and go explore!

Fantastic Contraption
A surreal building game for Vive VR. Create life-sized
contraptions as tall as you can reach, then send them
whirling, flinging, and trundling off to solve puzzles on
the other side of a floating island. There are no right or
wrong solutions, so bring your creativity.

GE Neuro
Take a journey through the mind of musician Reuben Wu
whose real life brain data was scanned with an MRI to
create this VR portal into the human brain. Created by
Kite & Lightning in partnership with GE & AMD.

The Impossible Travel Agency
Travel to a distant world pulsing with life in this beautiful
VR experience set to music.

Job simulator
In a world where robots have replaced all human jobs,
step into the "Job Simulator" to learn what it was like 'to
job'.

The Lab
Welcome to The Lab, a compilation of Valve’s room-scale
VR experiments set in a pocket universe within Aperture
Science. Fix a robot, defend a castle, adopt a mechanical
dog, and more.

Realities
Put on your Virtual Reality headset and see some of the
most mesmerizing places around the world - With
Realities, you can pick a spot on the globe and virtually
travel there by the push of a button!

Universe Sandbox²
Create & destroy on an unimaginable scale... with a
space simulator that merges real-time gravity, climate,
collision, and material interactions to reveal the beauty
of our universe and the fragility of our planet. Now
includes Vive VR support.

Sketchfab VR
Teleport yourself to Rome, hold a beating heart, or walk
among dinosaurs. Open Sketchfab VR to discover a
showcase of explorations through remote places,
fantastic creatures, game worlds, cultural heritage,
science and other wonders.

